Effect of Regular Physical Exercise on the Progression of Erectile Dysfunction Among Male Patients with Diabetes Mellitus
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Abstract: There is no agreed management for Erectile Dysfunction (ED) for male patients with Diabetes Mellitus (DM). Regular Physical Exercise (PE) starts to be a more exciting area that needs further focus. This review attempts to gather available data about the ED burden, etiology, risk factors, assessment, and management. Further, it highlights the available evidence on the effect of PE on the progression of ED and the possible underline mechanisms. The available evidence is hugely supportive of the beneficial role of PE in the ED. The cardiovascular, neurological, endothelial, metabolic, and overall health benefits of PE are repeated mechanisms reported by many researchers. The possible explanation is quite not clear due to the complexity and bidirectional effect on many aspects related to the changes during PE. Further interventional studies are needed to determine the superiority of each factor. All physicians managing DM and ED are strongly invited to involve PE as part of their management plan in conjunction with other available treatment options. Research has to look after which type, duration, frequency, and intensity of PE is sufficient for detectable improvement in ED.
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1. Introduction

Male Erectile Dysfunction (ED) is a well-recognized complication of Diabetes Mellitus (DM). Historically, it was underestimated as a core long term diabetic complication. The widespread global knowledge and advances in pharmacological glycemic control management make ED of great interest for many researchers. Medical literature frequently highlighted the effect of Physical Exercise (PE) over metabolic control, and body components on diabetics but not much on the progression of ED. This review aims to summarize ED from epidemiological, pathological, clinical angle comprehensively. Also, it will address the available evidence and possible physiological mechanisms on the effect of regular PE on the ED progression as a remarkably effective modality of management.

2. Definition

There is frequent misuse of two fundamental terms of ED and impotence globally. Erectile Dysfunction is defined as the persistent failure to sustain a penile erection of adequate rigidity for sexual intercourse. [1, 2] On the other hand, impotence is reserved for those males who suffer erectile failure for the period of intercourse most of the time or (75%) of the time. Currently, ER is the recognized term used since (1992), when the National Institutes of Health (NIH) Consensus Development Conference recommended it. [3]

3. Epidemiology

3.1. Prevalence

The prevalence of ED is varied considerably in the general population and increasing progressively in a more linear manner with age where it is as low as (2.0-9.0%) for those younger than (40) years. [4, 5] While it can reach as much as (10.0%–71.0%) among the elderly age group. [6-8] Erectile dysfunction is as common as three folds in DM patients in comparison to general population. [9, 10] Among male DM patients the prevalence is...
markedly higher with noticeable variability between (57.0% - 75.0%). Such prevalence among male DM patients can be greatly exponentially increase if other comorbidity coexists especially Cardiovascular Disease (CVD). [11]

3.2. Etiology

Erectile dysfunction causes are well recognized. Causes basically can be stratified into three main groups: organic, psychologic and medication induced. Each group is further subdivided into different subcategories. Summary of all ED causes are shown in Table 1. But more important to recognize the risk factors related to DM patients.

3.3. Risk Factors

The increased probability of getting any sort of ED with progression in age is not negotiable. Where, many references frequently confirmed this fact not only for male DM patients but as well as for the general population. [12] Accumulative evidence clearly addressed the following risk factors to increase the occurrence of ED:

1) Diabetes Mellitus duration: there is a positive linear relation between DM duration and ED prevalence.
2) Presence CVD risk factors: it also includes coronary heart diseases, hypertension, strokes, and as well as peripheral vascular diseases and dyslipidemia. Increasing the CVD risk among DM patients is almost four times more than the healthy population. [13-15] Additionally, many authors reported that ED is a valid early marker for presence of CVD. [16-18]
3) Obesity: with an increase in Body Mass Index (BMI), the risk of ED is increasing. Further evidence that supports the relation of high BMI and ED is the reverse benefit of losing weight and marked improvement in ED among male DM patients. [19]
4) Sedentary Lifestyle: is significantly linked to ED owing to indirect relation to the BMI, physical fitness, and its relation to glycemic control and CVD prevalence. [20]
5) Metabolic Syndrome: is defined as the co-occurrence of several CVD risk factors, obesity, including insulin resistance, dyslipidemia, and hypertension. [21] The complex interactions between all related risk factors of metabolic syndrome are explanatory concerning ED. Furthermore, ED can be a predictor factor for the development of metabolic syndrome, particularly among obese patients. [22, 23]
6) Lower urinary tract disease and benign prostatic hyperplasia are associated with ED. Peer-reviewed data suggested this association. However, many authors recommended the testing of both urinary tract symptoms & prostatic hyperplasia and ER when a male patient presents with one of them. [24]
7) DM associated complications e.g. retinopathy & neuropathy aggravate or accelerate ED in male DM patients. [25]
8) Depression: is bidirectional related to ED in the literature. It could be a risk factor or an outcome for ED. [26, 27]

4. Pathophysiology

The exact pathophysiology of ED in male DM patients is still obscured. Although, the accumulative knowledge supports the collective synergistic interaction between psychological, central & autonomic neuropathy, endothelial dysfunction, and smooth muscle dysfunctions. Such disturbances are quite common among DM patients. [28] Many authors reported the effect of raised Advanced Glycation End-products (AGEs) and elevated oxygen free radicals, impaired Nitric Oxide (NO) synthesis, upregulated RhoA/Rho-kinase pathway, amplified endothelin β receptor binding sites & ultrastructural changes, NO-dependent selective nitricergic nerve degeneration and impaired cyclic guanosine monophosphate (cGMP)-dependent kinase-1. [29-31]

5. Evaluation

Erectile dysfunction can be diagnosed through detailed history taking and clinical examination. Further, any underlying etiology must be considered and managed. There are many validated tools to assess ED. International Index of Erectile Function (IIEF) and the Sexual Health Inventory for Men (SHIM) are among the commonest readily wide clinical tools. [32-35]

| Table 1. Organic, Psychologic and Medication Induced Causes of Erectile Dysfunction. |
|-----------------------------------------------|-----------------------------------------------|-----------------------------------------------|
| **Organic**                                | **Psychologic**                              | **Medication Induced**                        |
| Endocrinological                            | Predisposing Factors                         | Antiandrogens                                 |
| b. Hypogonadism                             | b. Strict upbringing                         | Hormone Agonists                              |
| c. Hyperprolactinemia                       | c. Inadequate sex education                  | b. Some Chemotherapy                          |
| Vascular                                    | Aggravating Factors                          | c. Flutamide                                  |
| atherosclerosis                             | b. Social pressures                          | e. Spironolactone                             |
| c. Sinusoidal: fibrosis                     |                                              |                                               |
| a. Central cerebral insult                  |                                              |                                               |
| Neurogenic                                  | Maintaining Factors                          | Antiarrhythmics                               |
| b. Multiple sclerosis.                      | a. Relationship problems                     | a. Digoxin                                    |
| c. Spinal cord injury                       | b. Chronic physical or                       | b. Amiodarone                                 |
|                                              |                                              | c. Disopyramide                               |
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Organic

- d. Peripheral: sensory neuropathy
  - autonomic neuropathy

Psychologic

- c. Lack of knowledge of availability of various treatment options
  - mental conditions

Medication Induced

- a. Tricyclic antidepressants
  - Selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors

Local

- a. Cavernous fibrosis
- b. Peyronie’s disease
- c. Local trauma penile fracture

Psychotropic drugs

- a. Phenothiazines
- b. Butyrophenones
  - d. Psychotropic drugs

Systemic Diseases

- a. Hepatic Failure
- b. Nephropathy
- c. SLE
- d. CVD

Substances

- a. Marijuana
- b. Opiates
  - c. Cocaine
- d. Nicotine
- e. Alcohol

SLE Systemic Lupus Erythematosus, CVD Cardiovascular Disease

6. Management

The usual management has four main routes very often more than one routes being used. Table 2 outlines the major practiced management for ED. [36]

1. Psychological Support including psychosexual & partner therapy, cognitive behavioral therapy, and management of related anxiety or other psychological co-existing condition.
2. Healthy Lifestyle Modification including diet regimen, physical exercise program, weight management, sleep hygiene advice, breaking bad habits like sedentary lifestyle and stress coping. Further, management for smoking cessation, drug abuse, alcohol, and other addiction related materials must be carried out.
3. Pharmacotherapy:
   a. Use of oral Phosphodiesterase type 5 inhibitors (PDEs-15) e.g. Sildenafil or Viagra, Tadalafil, and Vardenafil.
   b. Testosterone supplement therapy is preserved for low serum concentration of testosterone conditions like in case of hypogonadism.
4. Invasive Management:
   a. Intracavernosal injection where usually the patient injects his penis with drugs. Frequently prescribed medications are Alprostadil (prostaglandin E1), Papaverine, and Phentolamine. The effect is fast on most of the patients but usually is associated with side effect of priapism and penis fibrosis if no proper education to the patients. [40, 41]
   b. Vacuum constriction device, where a negative pressure applying device is used on the penis shaft. It basically draws more blood to corpora cavernosa which ease the erection. Usually such modality is for patients failed on other management options. [42]
   c. Penile prosthesis where implants surgery done as the last option if the above-mentioned options failed.
   d. Combination therapy, where more than one management option combined together.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Summary of Erectile Dysfunction Management</th>
<th>Line of Management</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Psychological Support</td>
<td>First Line</td>
<td>a. Psychosexual support therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>b. Partner therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>c. Management of anxiety or other psychological co-existing condition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthy lifestyle modification</td>
<td>Second Line</td>
<td>a. Healthy diet program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>b. Physical exercise program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>c. Weight management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>d. Sleep hygiene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharmacotherapy</td>
<td>Third Line</td>
<td>a. Use of oral Phosphodiesterase type 5 inhibitors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>b. Testosterone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invasive management</td>
<td>Fourth Line</td>
<td>a. Intracavernosal injection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>b. Intraurethral injection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>c. Vacuum constriction device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>d. Penile prosthesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>e. Combination therapy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7. Evidence on the Effect of Exercise on Erectile Dysfunction

Most of DM male patients show a satisfactory response to the usual pharmacological ED management. However, evidence declares the gradually reduced effect with time, the evidence is currently supporting the fact that healthy lifestyle modifications are associated with reduced ED among males with DM. [43, 44] One essential component of healthy lifestyle modification is physical exercise.
Physical exercise is defined as a structured, repetitive movement of groups of muscles to obtain health-related or/and skill-related benefits. Health-related benefits mainly include cardiopulmonary fitness, body components improvement, muscular strength & endurance, and flexibility. While skilled related benefits are coordination, reaction time, balance, agility, power, and speed. [45, 46]

Available data relates to exercise (PE) and its impact on the glycemic control rather than a clinical improvement on the DM complications. Literature evidence is progressively stressing the need for PE as a very cost-effective modality for the management of ED as well as DM simultaneously. Many authors found the idea of making healthy lifestyle modifications, mainly with the PE program, extremely attractive to combine it with other ED management options. It is essential to clarify the definition of PE as it is usually misused with physical activity. Physical activity is a very general term that describes any movement that utilizes energy more than resting energy. Physical activity is not repetitive and has nothing to do with health or individual physical skills. While PE is defined as repeated structured movements of muscle or group of muscles to reach health-related and or skilled related benefits. [47]

The health-related benefits are improved body composition (e.g., muscle mass, fat mass, weight, and waist circumference), cardiopulmonary fitness (e.g., reduction in resting heart rate, increase in VO2 max, and improvement in lung volumes), muscle strength, and, flexibility. The skills-related benefits are balance, agility, coordination, reaction time, power, and speed. [46]

Generally, PE can be of two kinds aerobic and resistance exercises. The former is those exercises that raise the heart rate and energy expenditure. While resistance exercise is moving a group of muscles against weight, which could be body or object weight. [48] The best examples of aerobic exercises are cycling, swimming, and running. The best example of resistance exercises are dumbbells lifting and pushups.

For diabetic patients, it is recommended by the American College of Sports Medicine to exercise a total of (300) minutes of moderate-intensity aerobic exercise per week, which is equivalent to 60 minutes per session, five times a week. Furthermore, two to three sessions in non-consecutive days of resistance exercise of (60) minutes each per week significantly impact the general health of people with diabetes. Most recommendations include having mixed PE programs of both aerobic and resistance exercises. Three to five days for aerobic exercises and two non-consecutive days for resistance exercises are enough to produce health effects. [49]

For maximum benefits from the PE, all diabetic patients have to get a medical clearance or certificate from a physician before starting any PE program. American College of Sports Medicine before commencing PE, it is fundamentally vital to test random blood sugar, which should not be less than (90mg/dl) to start the exercise, ingestion of (15-30) grams of sugar is a must. If random blood sugar is between (90-250 mg/dl), it is safe to perform PE, unlike if it is more than (250 mg/dl) where ketone tests, not starting the PE, and consulting the treating physician are recommended. Moreover, a gradual warming up and a slow cooling down are particularly essential to prevent muscle cramps and glucose hypoglycemia. After the exercise session, drink enough water and resume regular eating and DM management regimen as prescribed by the treating physician. [50]

In (2000), Feldman HA et al. reported the lower probability of ED among more physically active participants who spent (> 200 kcal/day) of regular PE in comparison with (< 200 kcal/day). The same study, which is part of the Massachusetts Male Aging Study, supported the fact of reduced ED with a reduction in both smoking and obesity. [12] This could be explained by the fact that more than (200 Kcal/ day) is sufficient to enhance both cardiovascular and neuropathy related factors such as improvement of the peripheral circulation and innervation. Similar findings also documented from Derby et al. regarding the effect of PE even if started in midlife, which is capable of reversing changes related to ED. [20] Also, Van Kampen M et al. found noticeable improvement while assessing the effect of PE on (51) patients with ED. More than two-thirds of them (70.6%) showed regaining or improvement in their erection following pelvic floor exercise program of one session a week for four months. This could be related to improvement of the localized blood circulation in the pelvic area, which is usually of lesser importance area for PE. [51]

Bacon CG and his team confirmed the same findings on a bigger cohort of men with ED during (2003). Where there was an inverse association between PE and ED. Those with more weekly vigorous PE showed (30%) lower risk of ED in comparison with those with no PE. [14] This is explained by the dose related effect which is inversely proportional with all risk factors as well as DM complications. Furthermore, the chronic benefits of the PE contribute to such outcome of Bacon study.

Nicolosi A et al. addressed similar findings from a bigger cross-sectional multi-countries study. It included (40-70) years old males from Brazil, Italy, Japan, and Malaysia (1997–1998). Where negative association was established between regular PE and the incidence of ED. [52] Lamina Sikiru et al. came with the equivalent results via systematic review with a meta-analysis study for five clinical trials that measured the ED improvement by IIEF. The mean IIEF improved significantly from (13.91) in the pre-exercise stage to (16.74) following the EP interventions on (385) participants with hypertension. [53]

There are similar findings elsewhere titled the importance and effect of the regular PE in the progression of ED among males with chronic diseases. [43, 54-56] Besides, some authors further support the effect of PE with PDEs-I5 in improving ED than using PDEs-I5 alone. [57] This fact is almost consistent with other findings concerning the synergistic effect of exercise on many pharmacological interventions. It could be due to exercise overall vascular and nerve function effect.
On the contrary, some other studies showed mild supporting evidence on the effect of PE on ED and called for more clinical trials. Wing and his team found worsening or no change in the ED on the majority of the participants. He conducted a one-year trial to assess the ED on diabetic patients with obesity in Action for Health in Diabetes (AHEAD). A sample of (187) patients showed only (22%) ED improvement following intensive lifestyle changes with scheduled sessions for weight management and PE. Relatively the sample age was (60) years with comorbidities other than DM, including heart conditions, hypertension, and others. This could partially explain the difference in the results comparing to the references mentioned above. [58] Other population-based and multi-countries studies also illustrated moderate inversely effect of the regular PE on the ED. These studies agreed on the age as an extremely critical risk factor on the response to PE. [59-63]

Further, in the literature, few studies failed to demonstrate the strong positive impact of regular PE on the Cheng ED. JYW et al. reported a negative association through meta-analyses the effect of PE on ED. Further, he and his team proved a simple dose-response relationship between PE and ED. The explanation is not clear, but it could be due to the following factors: Confounding like age, statistical adjustment for different number of variables, definitions of ED and physical activity, and weak causal inference especially with cross-sectional studies. Nevertheless, also, PE showed low risk on those with vigorous exercise comparing to moderate ones. [64]

7.1. Mechanism of Physical Exercise Effect on Erectile Dysfunction

The effect of regular PE on different body systems is well documented. To explain the underlying mechanism that improves the ED by PE is quite complicated due to the complexity of the pathophysiology related to the development of ED among male patients with DM. The mechanism looks to be more bidirectional, synergistic on the origin, and of dose-response character. [65]

There is accumulated evidence on the improvement in ED due to cardiovascular, neurological, metabolic, and other associated factors. It is a synergistic and dose-effect role of the PE on the ED, particularly in young and early elderly age group. Furthermore, the significant effect of PE on the ED is extended to improve the mental & psychological and quality of life of male patients with DM, which both are having a massive influence on the progression of ED. Figure 1 summarizes the most important factors influencing the effect of PE on ED.

7.1.1. Effect of Physical Exercise on Cardiovascular Factors

The evidence of the effect of DM on cardiovascular system is well known. It has multifactorial with synergistic effect. Patients with DM are at four folds increase in the CVD risk. [15] Physical exercise is well known to increase the heart rate, cardiac output, systolic blood pressure, and peripheral perfusion to meet the exercise's metabolic and energy needs. [66, 67] Moreover, exercise is a potent stimulant for autonomic regulation on the overall cardiac function. This leads to catecholamines secretion and subsequent increases in cardiac function, coronary vessel dilatation, and increases on NO bio viability. [68, 69]

Cardiac functions quickly are adapting PE changes from metabolic perspectives by enhancement of metabolic flexibility, energy expenditure, both fatty acid oxidation & glucose metabolism, insulin sensitivity, mitochondrial biogenesis, antioxidants effect, and the cellular action of the catecholamines. [70, 71] In the long run, PE all related vital signs improve, such as a reduction in the rest heart rate due to the relative physiological cardiac hypertrophy, reduction in the systolic and diastolic blood pressure, and enrichment of
the peripheral circulation including vessels supplying the penis. [72, 73] Effect of PE on cardiovascular factors that improve ED comes from enhancement on endothelial function, cardiovascular circulation, including both blood pressure and peripheral circulation.

7.1.2. Endothelial Effect

There is some evidence of considerable improvement in the endothelial function following regular PE, where documented enhancement was seen by Flow-Mediated Dilation (FMD) of the brachial artery in the group submitted to PE for eight weeks. [74] Further, the evidence supports the reduction in the endothelial apoptosis as a probable reason to explain the improvement in the endothelial function following regular PE. Also, these changes further supported by a reduction in the inflammatory status associated with DM. [75, 76]

Some authors also included the mechanical shear forces as suggested mechanism. The exerted shear forces on the luminal surface of the endothelial monolayer increases in blood flow and results in boosting the vasodilatory capacity of the arteries and stimulation of NO pathway. [77] The effect of NO is not exclusive for improving the vascular tone but also of anti-atherosclerosis effect by stopping platelets and inflammatory cells from adhering to the vascular surface. [87]

The overall result of improved endothelial functions after regular PE, could be explained by increase amount of (NO), improvement in antioxidant & immune response, a decrease of plaque volume, a decline in vascular wall viscosity and also a rise in diastolic coronary perfusion. [79]

Additionally, many molecules like Beclin1 and Autophagy-Related Gene 3 (Atg3) increases versus reduction in p62 a classical receptor for autophagy, which boosted autophagy regulation on vessel’s endothelium. [80-82]

7.1.3. Cardiovascular Circulation

The PE is a vigorous stimulation of catecholamine production in dose and intensity related style. Over releasing of catecholamines i.e., noradrenaline, adrenaline, and dopamine, plays an essential regulatory action on cardiovascular circulation. [83]

Physical exercise on acute phase cause catecholamines to increase heart rate and systolic blood pressure besides other systematic effects. The sensible explanation for long term effects of PE in DM patients are the followings: [84-86]

1) Decrease on resting heart rate is secondary to the relative physiological increase on the left ventricular muscle mass and increase on related cardiac output.

2) Enhancement in the blood pressure is a result to increased sensitivity of aortic baroreceptors, which contributes to the regulation of systolic blood pressure. In addition, diastolic blood pressure is improved due to decrease in the peripheral resistance due to the PE associated vasodilatation effect. Reduced action of the sympathetic nervous system and the renin-angiotensin system were also documented.

There is a parallel improvement in overall lung functions as a response to the demands of Oxygen and cardiac function. All the known lung volumes are increased on patients with DM following eight weeks PE program as studied by Saki et al., Where the diabetics had three sessions a week of moderate intensity exercise of (45-60) minutes length. The improvement in the pulmonary function was due to increase in forced vital capacity and forced expiratory volume. [87] The conjoint improvement in cardiac and pulmonary functions will lead to increase in the VO₂ max and general body fitness. Further to the improvement in the general cardiovascular circulation, PE influence the peripheral circulation as a collective result. All the above-mentioned factors of endothelial function, NO pathway, general cardiovascular circulation improve greatly the peripheral and collateral flow to the pelvic area including the penis.

7.2. Effect of Physical Exercise on Neurological Factors

The damage effect of DM on the nerve is well documented as a chronic complication. Physical exercise is greatly improving both central and peripheral neurological functions that interfere with the ED more pronounced if combined with phycological therapy. [88, 89] Frequent reports confirmed the change in the peripheral nervous system due to better vascular, neuro signaling, endocrinological functions, as well as the overall nerve health. [90]

Yu Gu et al., reported improvement in the nerve functions among patients with DM and prediabetes through recent systematic review done on (2018). Also, he called for further study to assess the optimum dose of exercise that result in the clinical beneficial effect. [91]

Another possible explanation for the improvement in the neurological factor in ED is the holistic reduction in the inflammatory state associated with DM as well as the better control on the metabolic disturbance related to hyperglycemia. Both of these effects will be explained in the next section.

Alternative acceptable explanation for improvement in the neurological factor could be by reducing the negative effect of polyol pathway which is recognized as a cause of tissue damage in DM. Polyol pathway is a metabolic process to convert the glucose into sorbitol and finally fructose, thus also called sorbitol-aldose reductase pathway. [92, 93] Robinson J. documented the effect of regular PE in reducing the negative impact of Polyol pathway in both animal models and human trials. This was critically linked to the improvement of in the re-generation of cutaneous small-diameter nerve fibers. [94]

It is significant to add the effect of PE on the central nervous system to explain the improvement in ED. Regular PE positively influence wellbeing, high cognitive function, depression or anxiety related to ED, central nervous signaling, balance of various types of neurotransmitters, selfsteam, sleeping pattern and subsequently quality of life and including social life. [95-97]
7.3. Effect of Physical Exercise on Metabolic Factors

Physical exercise's impact on glycemic control is mainly due to a reduction in the overall insulin resistance, besides the whole metabolic regulation on energy utilization. The effect of PE can be divided into acute and chronic. The overall effect is more of a metabolic origin with a more systematic impact with high quality of life improvement. [49]

In the acute effect the following changes are observed following PE:

1) Acceleration in the uptake of glucose into the active skeletal muscles by non-insulin-dependent mechanism.
2) Stimulation of the hepatic gluconeogenesis to meet the need of energy by body systems.
3) Regular PE can improve the instant role of insulin that could be post-exercise till 2-3 days post-exercise session.
4) The risk of getting hypoglycemic effect during or after the PE is minimal unless therapeutic insulin is used.
5) Vigorous exercise may lead to transient hyperglycemia on some diabetic post-exercise.

While for those with daily habit of regular PE the following changes are observed on the long run:

1) Reduction in the probability or deaccelerate occurrence of known long term DM complications. This is related to stabilization of metabolic, glycemic control, improvement of vascular, neurological, and CV functions.
2) Reduction in all cause of mortality including the CVD.
3) Increasing in overall skeletal muscle mass, with reduce in total body fat mass.
4) Overall great improvement in mental, musculoskeletal, and quality of life
5) Reduction in the overall DM related inflammatory markers.

It is also interesting to not only emphasis on the hyperglycemia as central point of the ED pathogenesis but to highlight related metabolic changes associated with PE among DM patients. Further explanation for improvement in ED was suggested by the overall improvement of mitochondrial function. Van Tienen et al. findings which were confirmed also by Phelix Esther and his team, indicated increase in mitochondrial capacity as well as mitochondrial metabolic pathways. [98, 99] The resulted effect of increasing the mitochondrial function is not limited to increasing the muscle anerobic capacity, but it goes to increase in protection of tissue damage by reducing oxidative effect. The regular PE increases resistance to oxidative damage and thus preventing cellular and tissues damage. [100-103]

Reducing the advanced glycation end products, which are outcomes of exposure to hyperglycemia was also suggested in the literature as possible mechanism for improvement in ED. Advanced glycation end products are considered as biomarkers in tissue damage in DM. The best example is HbA1c, which is important marker for diagnose and monitor glycemic control. Regular PE helps in the reduction of the overall of advanced glycation end products. [104-108]

7.4. Effect of the Physical Exercise on Associated Risk Factors

In addition to the effects mentioned above, PE’s additive effect on the progression of ED is supported by a reduction in all other associated risk factors, including obesity, lipid profile, cardiopulmonary capacity, improved musculoskeletal system, mental health, quality of life, and hormonal changes on androgens. [109, 110]

Additional explanation on the effect of regular PE on ED is the better hormonal balance experienced after each PE session on the acute term. One significant effect of PE is the association of increased testosterone after the exercise. This increase is usually reported to be transient and combined with variable elevation of other known androgens. [111, 112]

However, PE’s long-term effect on the hormones related to ED is not well consistent in the literature. It was demonstrated to be high while measuring the serum testosterone, as reported by Herbst et al. and confirmed by Kraemer and his team. [113-115] While, Izquierdo et al., concluded no change in serum testosterone after (16) weeks of resistance exercise training for a group of middle-aged men which also documented by Nicklas BJ and his colleagues. [116, 117] The possible explanation could be related to the age of the participants as more proportion of them are more seniors. A more recent controlled clinical trial showed that moderate-intensity aerobic exercise program of (12) months increased dihydrotestosterone and sex hormone-binding globulin with no change on androgens in a group of (102) men aged (40-70) years. [118]

8. Conclusion

Erectile dysfunction is a very prevalent complication of DM among males. It is a multifactorial condition that is greatly influenced by age, vascular, endocrinological, and psychological elements. Regular PE is a great cost-effective management option, as reported recurrently by many researchers. Still, further, clinical and interventional studies are needed to assess which component of the PE is more superior to exert the effect on ED. Physicians are sincerely invited to incorporate PE as part of the management, not exclusively for the seek of ED but to improve the diabetic patients’ overall quality of life.
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AGEs Advanced Glycation End-Products, AHEAD Action for Health in Diabetes, Atg3 Autophagy-Related Gene 3, BMI Body Mass Index, BP Blood Pressure, cGMP cyclic Guanosine Monophosphate, CV Cardiovascular, CVD Cardiovascular Disease, DM Diabetes Mellitus, ED Erectile Dysfunction, IIEF International Index of Erectile Function, NIH National Institutes of Health, NO Nitric Oxide, NS Nervous System, PE Physical Exercise, SHIM Sexual Health Inventory for Men, SLE Systemic Lupus Erythematosus
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